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The sofa reimagines rattan furniture for a contemporary audience. The cape is made 

from a powder-coated steel frame, wrapped in a handwoven natural rattan - a 

material with a beautiful textural quality that adds warmth to any room. The cape 

wraps around the back of the sofa, creating an accent of texture when viewed from 

the back and sides, framing the soft and inviting sofa within. The Liana Collection is a 

collaboration between designer Scott Fitzsimons, David Moreland  

and Nikolai Sorensen.

No

Regularly plump and turn any feather filled cushions to ensure that they retain their shape, with any fixed components smooth over the fabric with your hands and pull back into the correct shape and alignment. 

Remove any small marks by spot cleaning with a clean damp cloth or paper towel, if further care is needed please refer to the cleaning requirements of your specific fabric. We do not recommend using any 

fabric protector treatments, but if you do please ensure its water based. Pilling may occur occasionally as a result of normal daily wear and should not be considered as a fault. Fibre pills can be removed by a 

battery operated pilling tool available from most haberdashery stores. Vacuum on low suction using a soft upholstery attachment and avoid direct sunlight.

DIMENSIONS (FRAME)

ASSEMBLY REQUIRED

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

COMPOSITION

Backrest: Cane/Mild Steel  

Legs: Powder Coated Mild Steel 

Frame:  Solid Pine/MDF/Steel/Webbing 

Fabric: Please refer to “Fabric Specifications PDF” for  

fabric options.

1   PBR0016 Liana Armchair Sofa 75x75x74cmh  

2  PBR0017 Liana Sofa 2 Seater Sofa 165x75x74cmh 

3  PBR0018 Liana Sofa 3 Seater Sofa 220x75x74cmh  

UPHOLSTERY CUSHIONS & BASE

1   FWL0107 Liana Armchair Sofa Fabric Required: 3.2m

2  FWL0108 Liana Sofa 2 Seater Sofa Fabric Required: 5.6m

3  FWL0109 Liana Sofa 3 Seater Sofa Fabric Required: 6.6m 
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CUSHIONS - SOLD SEPARATELY

FWL0098 Scatter Cushion S/2  60x40/70x45cmh Fabric Required: 1.1m  

FWL0099 Scatter Cushion  55x55cmh  Fabric Required: 0.7m 

FWL0100 Scatter Cushion  60x30cmh  Fabric Required: 0.7m


